WHAT THE TECH?

Cicero/AMO / December 2020
Hello!
It has been quite a year. But the less said about that, the better.
We’d rather talk tech. WHAT THE TECH? is Cicero/AMO’s quarterly newsletter focused on all things
tech and FinTech.
In this edition, we look at the core policy themes that will take us into the new year, from both a UK
and international perspective. We also delve into the world of social media – which decided the 2020
US election was a good time to get a grip of misinformation – and look to demystify cryptocurrencies.
Please get in touch if you want to discuss how Cicero/AMO can help your business engage with the
core issues raised here and cement it at the forefront of UK policy development.
Luke Seaman
Director of Technology
luke.seaman@cicero-group.com
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UK policy priorities: Levelling up tech
By Euan Ryan & Juliet Bevis, Technology Specialists

It is relatively difficult to discern the Prime Minister’s overarching longterm strategy. Between Brexit woes and COVID-19, the word ‘reactive’
springs to mind. But behind the crises, there is a genuine desire to
place the UK at the forefront of technological developments from the
Prime Minister and his advisers. It is a key tenet of various nominal
ambitions, including ‘levelling up’ and establishing an internationally
competitive economy.
The below summary sets out some of the core events, themes and
dynamics that will dominate the UK tech policy space into 2021.

No.10
What does No.10 want? And who makes up No.10? And what is going
on? All very good questions. Dominic Cummings – who was credited
with driving No.10’s tech focus – left in acrimony in November after falling
out over the appointment of a new No.10 Chief of Staff. Cummings was
credited with various policy initiatives – establishing a British Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA); putting data at the heart of public
services delivery; spearheading the rollout of rapid COVID-19 testing; the
list goes on. In reality, it is not clear how indispensable he really was in
advancing such projects, but I guess we’ll now find out. As a stock-take:
•

ARPA: ARPA is progressing, albeit slowly, and it is likely delayed.
£800m was set aside at the Budget in March, but the debate
over whether a new institution is needed continues. Recent
reports suggest that No.10, HM Treasury and the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) have set up
a cross-departmental task force, and the leadership team and
funding streams are expected to be announced soon. The £800m
figure was also referenced in November’s Spending Review, but
the new institution is not, instead nodding to an initial investment
of £50m in “high-risk, high-payoff research”.

•

Data: No.10 has also bolstered its digital skills. It hired Catherine
Cutts as Chief Data Scientist in the latter half of 2020, which
actions a recommendation from the National Data Strategy to hire
cross-governmental data leadership. The Strategy recognised
data as the “driving force” of modern economies and sets out
four key pillars: foundations, skills, availability, and responsibility.
As well as unlocking data across the economy, it also looks to
transform the Government’s own use of data to improve public
services. Other priorities are to drive forward the Government’s
Smart Data initiatives across communications, finance, energy
and pensions. Of note, the consultation on the National Data
Strategy was recently extended until 9 December.

Spending Review
The 2020 Spending Review – although stripped back from a multiyear to a single-year plan – was a veritable feast of R&D and tech
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spending announcements. It included £14.6bn in R&D spending; reiterating the ambition to achieve
R&D investment of 2.7% GDP; the development of a UK Shared Prosperity Fund to support local tech
adoption; £559m supporting modernisation in healthcare; £490m in Innovate UK core programmes; and
significant investments in the rollout of gigabit-capable broadband and 5G connectivity. But of course,
the economic figures announced in the accompanying Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) forecast
were harrowing, and it is unclear if the Government will be able to match its rhetoric as COVID-19 takes
its toll on the public finances. Difficult decisions on tax and spend have so far been postponed, but the
next Budget - expected March 2021 – is unlikely to be quite so optimistic.

Defence
Building on the UK’s ARPA initiatives, it is becoming increasingly clear that the Government’s tech
ambitions and plans for R&D investment will become increasingly aligned with its defence plans. An extra
£16.5bn will be injected into the UK’s Armed Forces over the next four years, establishing a new agency
dedicated to Artificial Intelligence, a new National Cyber Force, and a new ‘Space Command’ – a la
Steve Carrell’s less-than-stelar 2020 sitcom, Space Force. Similarly, there were multiple announcements
at the Spending Review on improving the tech capabilities of the UK Intelligence Community.

Digital strategy
Not much has been said about the Digital Strategy since it was announced in June. Smart money
would say it might just push into 2021, despite originally being planned for the Autumn (Government
code for ‘pre-Christmas’ or ‘some-point-far-enough-in-the-future-that-sounds-doable-at-time-ofannouncement’). One publication published recently is the Competition and Markets Authority’s (CMA)
recommendations on the regulation of big tech, which follow the announcement of a Digital Markets
Unit (DMU) within the regulator. It has proposed three key pillars: a legally binding code of conduct,
tailored to individual firms and overseen by the DMU; pro-competitive interventions, used to address the
source of market power; and enhanced merger rules, including mandatory notification and a block on
completion until an investigation had taken place. There is a concerted effort to develop a coordinated
response to the question of digital regulation, with the CMA, Ofcom, the Information Commissioner’s
Office (ICO) and Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) working as part of the Digital Regulation Cooperation
Forum. See below for further thoughts on the international approach to big tech regulation.

FinTech
As discussed at length in our last issue, FinTech is a priority issue. The independent Strategic Review
– led by Ron Kalifa – is ongoing, the Financial Services Bill continues through Parliament, and we await
the response to the Payments Landscape Review, as well as the FCA’s response to its consultation
on Open Finance. Most of these issues will come to a head in the early part of 2021. That the UK is a
world-leader in FinTech doesn’t need repeating – although it often is – but there are now two questions
being asked of the sector: firstly, can it address the delivery gap with incumbent financial services made
clear by the response to COVID-19; and secondly, how can it address the two core challenges for new
UK companies – continued access to global talent post-Brexit, and improving access to growth capital
for scale-ups.

Digital ID
Digital identity is a hot-button issue that the Government is determined to grapple with. Since our
last edition, the Government published its response to the 2019 consultation. And though sparce on
details given its lengthy development, the mood music was just about right. The Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) has again gotten a grip of the policy area and has held lengthy
consultations with industry over recent months. It is expected to publish a new trust framework in
early 2021 and look to remove regulatory barriers to the use of digital identity across the economy over
the coming years. COVID-19 has led to a renewed impetus around the need for an established and
accepted digital identity infrastructure in the UK, especially now as vaccines are being rolled out. The
prospect of ‘health certifications’ or ‘immunity passports’ remain controversial but they are now being
openly considered by Government, and could prove an essential piece of the puzzle in moving into the
next phase of COVID-19 recovery.
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Telecoms and connectivity
The Telecommunications (Security) Bill was introduced in Parliament a couple of weeks ago, as well as
the Government’s 5G Supply Chain Diversification Strategy, which comes with £250m attached to build
a National Telecoms Lab. Operators will be required to stop installing Huawei 5G equipment from the
end of September 2021 and there is a concerted effort to place the UK at the forefront of Open RAN
developments. Improving UK connectivity is at the heart of the Government’s levelling up ambitions,
however it recently rolled back its manifesto plans to enable gigabit-speed broadband across the UK
by 2025. The aim is to now achieve a “minimum of 85% coverage”, with just £1.2bn of an initial £5bn
commitment made available until 2024.

Brexit
At time of writing, negotiations continue, with three contentious issues remaining: fishing access,
governance issues, and ‘level playing field’ conditions. I have written those words repeatedly since around
June, and yet, here we are. For financial services and tech, the real focus is on technical discussions
outside of the core free trade negotiations – namely equivalence and data adequacy assessments. The
UK has taken unilateral action on some fronts and has encouraged UK businesses to prepare for any
eventuality, but the outlook for proactive action from the EU over the coming month is looking unlikely.

By Euan Ryan
Technology Specialist
euan.ryan@cicero-group.com

By Juliet Bevis
Technology Specialist
juliet.bevis@cicero-group.com
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International policy priorities: Big tech
takes centre stage
By Luke Seaman, Director of Technology

The international stage continues to be dominated by one fundamental
question – how do you regulate and tax the Big Techs in a way which
is both effective at a national and global level? However, given the
focus of policymakers has been on how to make tech regulation work
domestically, with little regard for how their actions might impact
international efforts, it doesn’t seem like a global approach to Big Tech
regulation is around the corner in 2021.
With that in mind, our focus for the year ahead should continue to be
on the regulatory trailblazers at the nation-state level. While domesticled initiatives risk creating a patchwork of siloed regulatory regimes,
it is likely these national efforts will form the blueprint for whatever
international cooperation we will see in the future.
In this regard, the EU has already shown itself to be the global
trendsetter for tech policy. A recent study by law firm Hogan Lovells
found that of the nearly 450+ active legislative proposals across 16
regions globally, over half originate from proposals first put forward
within the EU either at a Brussels and Member State level. Here are
some of the other countries we recommend keeping an eye on in 2021:

USA
After years of ‘light touch’ regulation, U.S. policymakers are now
playing catch-up to their European counterparts. In October, House
Democrats proposed a significant set of reforms intended to curb the
power of Big Tech with laws that could make it easier to break up
companies, deter them from getting bigger and prevent businesses
like Amazon and Apple from competing in their own marketplaces
against rivals. Although we’re unlikely to see these reforms come into
law anytime soon, the proposals provide a clear road map on the
sentiment of leading policymakers towards the tech sector.
Add to this the now multiple antitrust lawsuits being prepared by
Federal and State-level authorities against Facebook and Google
and 2021 looks to be a difficult year for the U.S. tech sector. While
President-elect Biden has kept largely silent on his intentions for the
tech sector, his staff boasts a number of former Silicon Valley lobbyists.
However, the extent to which they will look favourably upon their former
employers remains to be seen.
As this edition goes to print, US federal regulators and more than 45
state prosecutors have announced they are suing Facebook, asking
courts to consider breaking up the company, in a significant legal
challenge

Cont. overleaf
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Australia
Appearing to succeed where others have failed, Australia is pioneering a new way to regulate the tech
sector with a code which would require platforms to pay for the news they circulate online. The News Media
Bargaining Code aims to reduce the power imbalance between media outlets and social media. Although
yet to pass through Parliament, the Code is already being fiercely contested by the big platforms. Google is
threatening a hardball response similar to that it used in 2014 in Spain when policymakers brought in a law
that forced aggregators to pay for links to news websites.
Google’s decision to close its Spanish news platform eventually forced the authorities to drop the new rules.
However, the world is different to what it was in 2014 and the same tough-guy tactics may not wash against
a greater tide of anti-tech sentiment. If Australia is successful in implementing the Code and gets the Big
Techs to play ball, their efforts may prove to be a blueprint for others.

China
The desire to regulate the tech sector is by no means a Western phenomenon. In November, the Chinese
Communist Party unveiled a number of regulations which seek to curtail the monopolistic practices of
its online giants, such as Alibaba, Tencent and Ant Group. The new rules are the first time that Chinese
authorities have attempted to define anti-competitive behaviour in law. As a result, State regulators will now
have the power to intervene against practices including the use of exclusivity clauses, treatment of users
and product bundling. While the Chinese State’s absolute power makes it a difficult blueprint for many
Western policymakers to follow, if China is successful in curtailing the power of its tech behemoths then this
will surely turn heads on the global stage.

Japan
Earlier this year, the Japanese Diet enacted new rules to force its tech sector to behave in a more transparent
way. From next spring, companies that operate e-commerce websites and apps will be required to submit
reports on their business practices every year to the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. These new rules
seek to address concerns that Big Tech is taking advantage of its market dominance and mistreating retailers
who use platforms to sell their goods/services. While the rules’ aims are laudable, their efficacy remains to
be seen given they lack any real teeth. Japan’s intention to remain an innovation friendly environment means
there are few consequences for breaching the new rules.

EU
Combined, the 27 Member States of the European Union are somewhat of a powerhouse when it comes
to the regulation of Big Tech. The EU’s €2.42bn fine levied against Google in 2017 came while counterparts
in the U.S. were still working out how to manage the monolithic platform. As we have noted in previous
editions of this newsletter, the Continent’s policymakers have not stopped there. A package of measures
put forward earlier this year – the Digital Services Act and the Digital Markets Act – will look to ‘clean up’
the sector. Crucially, these new rules will define the largest platforms as “gate keepers” and make providers
accountable for the content and behaviours within their marketplaces.
There will be onerous penalties for those providers that are found in breach of the new rules. More broadly in
Brussels there is a feeling that the tech sector has become “too big to care” and it is now up to policymaker
intervention in order to get providers back on the right track. Unlike Las Vegas, what happens in the EU rarely
stays in the EU (as least with regard to tech regulation). If European policymakers are successful in corralling
the sector with these new measures, then we should expect copycat legislation to pop up across the globe
in 2021.

By Luke Seaman
Director of Technology
luke.seaman@cicero-group.com
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The US election: Social media companies
wake up to misinformation
By James Donald, Head of Digital

In October, Facebook announced it would stop running political
advertising in the United States after 3 November.
Cynics would point out that this was the date of the US election,
meaning Facebook was only willing to review its policies after
pocketing its cut of the estimated hundreds of millions of dollars
spent by campaigns this year. Nonetheless, 2020 has seen a shift in
how social media platforms view their role in elections with Twitter
adding misinformation warnings to tweets and Facebook blocking
some political adverts over false claims for the first time. This marks
a change from platforms not wanting to be perceived to be blocking
free speech.
Misinformation has been one the key features of the US election, as
well as its aftermath. Facebook’s current ban is said to be part of its
effort to stop the spread of post-election misinformation regarding
vote rigging made by Donald Trump. Facebook says it is reviewing
its policies and given the amount of money involved it is hard to see
political advertising not being reinstated at some point in the future.
But what changes might we see?
We are likely to see greater moderation. At the start of 2020 Facebook
stuck by its position that it was unwilling to moderate political speech,
but this became ever harder to justify as more and more outlandish
claims and conspiracy theories spread. Its position fell apart as groups
started taking out ads prematurely declaring victory in the election as
early as October and the Trump campaign ran ads claiming accepting
refugees would increase the risk of COVID-19 spreading. As baseless
health claims and attempts at voter suppression were made, Facebook
finally had to act.
This is not exclusive to Facebook or limited to paid for content. Twitter
already banned political advertising twelve months ago, although it
must be said much less money was spent by campaigns on Twitter
ads making it a low-cost PR win versus Facebook. It has however
been reluctant to act on misinformation in organic tweets before this
year. In May, this changed when Twitter started labelling misleading
content. This was initially driven by misinformation relating to the
pandemic, but this has been a catalyst for wider changes.
Both Twitter and Facebook have been giving more prominence to
trusted sources such as the World Health Organization (WHO) regarding
Coronavirus updates. Facebook has introduced an overdue feature
warning users before they share an old article, and Twitter now warns
users when they try to like a tweet labelled for misinformation. Facebook
also reportedly tweaked its news feed algorithm in the days after the
election to give more prominence to mainstream sources rather than
partisan websites willing to echo Trump’s stolen election claims.
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It took a pandemic, an actual life and death situation, to finally force the platforms to act but now
they have there is no going back to the anything goes attitude of recent years. While it may be good
to finally see them acting, is it too little too late? Facebook has changed its news feed, but Marjorie
Taylor Greene, a Republican who expressed support for the QAnon conspiracy theory, has already been
elected to the House of Representatives. The conspiracy spread on Facebook, and now has made it all
the way to Congress.

By James Donald
Head of Digital
james.donald@cicero-group.com
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What the tech is cryptocurrency?
By Kris Makuch, Director of Digital

Cryptocurrency is a monetary system built on an existing framework called Blockchain. Before fully appreciating
the intricacies of cryptocurrency, it is helpful to understand how Blockchain technology works.

Blockchain
Blockchain is essentially the internet 2.0. We currently use the internet to
share information like emails and web-pages. Each time your laptop or
smartphone accesses an email or web-page it downloads a copy of the
file onto your device. Every time you receive an email you are essentially
receiving a copy of the original file. This is perfect for sharing pictures of
cats and dogs in Christmas hats, but when it comes to assets like money,
copying files is an inefficient solution. i.e. it is really helpful that Cicero
doesn’t send me a copy of my salary but rather transfers the original units
of currency from its account into mine.
That’s why we still rely on intermediaries and institutions to manage and
process payments and transactions so that actual units of currency are
transferred between bank accounts without creating duplicate transactions.

Quick glossary:
Cryptocurrency:
A cryptographic currency
that operates on a
Blockchain framework.
Blockchain:
A digital framework built
using cryptographic
technology on a peer-topeer network.

However, when compared to the technological efficiency of the internet today, this intermediary solution
is slow and open to security risks, and like the clunky filing processes of the mid-twentieth century, it’s
due an upgrade.

The blockchain
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The BlockHash is calculated by the block’s individual details and its completely unique history and thus
can’t be replicated.
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All transactional data in the chain is calculated. If any block information
is tweaked the next block in the chain wouldn’t be able to process the
information and the chain would break.

Cont. overleaf
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Welcome to the Internet 2.0
These blocks and their chain of information is shared on a peer-to-peer network. Users on the network
validate each new block in the chain but no central party owns the information. So unlike the internet
where, for example, your computer downloads website information hosted on a central server, blockchain
information is shared equally among the users on the network from whom you can download the blockchain
data and subsequently upload to other users.
Traditional information
sharing model

Peer-to-peer information
sharing model

Central server

User downloads
information

Equal peers sharing
information

But what the hell is cryptocurrency?
Cryptocurrency is a digital currency located on a Blockchain network. Bitcoin is the most famous type
of digital currency. Each block on the network holds a certain quantity of ‘Coins’. In the case of Bitcoin,
when it launched in 2009 one block was worth 50 coins. Following the above framework rules, every
time a payment is made in Bitcoin it is broadcast to all users on the network and each user’s ledger is
automatically updated with the new transaction.
Is it safe?
In comparison to non-Blockchain solutions, it is extremely safe. If you wanted to ‘hack’ Blockchain
technology you would need to forge a new block with false transaction history while simultaneously passing
the validations checks of all users on the global peer network. There is currently no computer in existence
that can process this calculation in the limited time available to pass validation.
Where do Bitcoins come from?
New Bitcoins are created at a fixed rate and are ‘mined’ by specialist users on the network using specialist
hardware. These ‘miners’ are incentivised to process transactions and secure the network, collecting new
Bitcoin in exchange. These Bitcoins are inherently built into the network to be released to miners over time
at an ever-decreasing rate. Other cryptocurrencies deploy new coins using various methods.
How many Bitcoins are there?
There are 21 million Bitcoins built into the Bitcoin network. Currently, there are 18.5 million Bitcoins in
circulation. It is estimated that all Bitcoins will be mined by 2040. Other cryptocurrencies hold varying
quantities of coins.
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There are currently over 5,000 cryptocurrencies available all offering alternative solutions to the traditional
finance model. Each cryptocurrency is unique and the most popular ones (some detailed below) offer a
range of benefits.
Bitcoin (BTC)

Ethereum (ETH)

A decentralised payment system.

An open source blockchain technology
allowing the build of applications on
the software and the trade of goods and
services using their ‘Ether’ currency.

Ripple (XRP)

Tether (USDT)

A real-time payment settling system
offering direct transfer of assets on
Blockchain technology.

Facilitates
trading
between
cryptocurrencies with a rate fixed to the
US$ allowing traders to take advantage
of trading opportunities.

Bitcoin Cash (BCH)

Bitcoin Satoshi Vision (BSV)

Created to make smaller bitcoin payments
easier to process with the goal of making
a more practical currency for small, dayto-day payments.

A derivitive of the Bitcoin Cash
blockchain with larger block sizes to
reduce transaction fees.

Litecoin (LTC)

EOS (EOS)

Launched as the ‘lite’ version of Bitcoin.
Largely the same but uses a different
cryptography method and can host
84million coins.

Aims to improve on Ethereum and create
the world’s most powerful infrastructure
for decentralised applications.

Binance Coin (BNB)

Tezos (XTZ)

Binance is the largest cryptocurrecy
exchange. In 2017 it launched Binance
Coin which is predominantly used to
pay fees on the Binance cryptocurrency
exchange.

Similar to Bitcoin but instead of using
miners to find coins it incentivises
users to stake coins and validate
network security.

What are the risks of cryptocurrency?
In terms of investing, cryptocurrency can be a risk as they are volotile. Unexpected changes in market
sentiment can lead to sudden moves in price. The value of cryptocurrencies can quickly rise and drop by
large amounts. They are currently unregulated by governments and banking insitutions. However, recently
they have started to attract more attention.

By Kris Makuch
Director of Digital
kris.makuch@cicero-group.com
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